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See the
Heathers
At Home

SPECTOTOR
Friday, November 18, 1938

Vol. VII. Number 8

ENROLLMENT
SOARS ABOVE

KANDID

KOMMENT

Bertie 'n Bessie

NORMAL HIGH
978 students are now attending classes at Seattle
College. That is the up-todate record as released by
the office of the registrar.

The night fts here— What night?
Why, the night of the Fall Informal of course. Go prepared for a
good time and you'll have one. At
least, we've found it so. Le's

From the revival of the College
In 1931 with an attendance of some
dance, chillen— les's dance!
fifty men and women, the College
has constantly increased until it
has reached the present figure.
Janet Granger, who very ably
The summer school registration
carries on the duties of Girls' Club during the last session counted 260,
President, informs us that the making the total attendance at the
College since June 15, 1,238.
members of the Mothers' Club are
This phenomenal growth from
going to "do things" to the girls' 1931 makes
Seattle College easily
lounge. Ash trays, pillows, pictures, the fastest growing institution of
or any other such items that will higher learning on the Pacific
William Sheerer
help the girls relax will be wel- Coast.
Nadine Gubbins
evidence indicates that
Statistical
the
comby
appreciated
comed and
the enrollment will surpass the
mittee in charge. So gals, if you goal of 1,000 in the near future. The
have anything at all to contribute attendance has taken in students
dooty !
from high schools and colleges in
to the "Cause"— do your
all parts of the country.
*
Particularly impressive this year
Aha! The truth will out, and was the large number of transfers.
Mr. and Mrs. George B, Heather Runnels) who is the only one that
what's more we can call on Father Over fifty changed scolastic affilia- and Family will be at home inform- seems satisfied with Papa's supMcGarrigle to back us up. It tions from the University of Wash- ally completely off-guard, in fact reme rule. But in the end he loses
seems that a certain mid-termexam ington alone.
when the Seattle College Drama his Bessie to
was given impartially to both the
Guild presents W. A. KlmbaU's tart
Fred Swanson (Vincent Scalion)
supposedly stronger and the supcomedy of the American bourgeosie, the butcher boy who has ambitions
posedly weaker sex. And what
"The Heathers at Home" on the to own his own store.
happened? The proverbial clinging
evenings of December 1 and 2 at
When financial reverses cause
vines triumphed with a score of
the Providence auditorium.
Papa to lose his grip on the moneytwenty A's over the mighty tarzans
The play is a modern comedy bags he decides to turn the Heather
who salvaged but nine A's from the
which
blithly considers one phase mansion into an apartment house
The
Father Francis B. Prange, S.J.,
—shall we say, battle of wits?
domesticity. Init the and engages the services of
of
American
subject, in case you are interested, Procurator of the Alaska Missions
has
playwright
given a truthful and
Mr. Heaton (Dominic Rosi) who
of
spoke to the Seattle College Sodalwas Logic which is the science
humorous picture of a typical, mid- he finds at his home giving Julia
reasoning.
Monday
evening
ists
last
at
the
correct
dle-class family in revolt against an estimate as to the cost of turnProvidence Auditorium.
*
ing the house into a tea-room.
its domineering head.
He stressed the need of more Dominating the scene, in person
Mack Heather (Frank Elliott) a
As you saunter down the hall the young men for the mission work or in spirit is:
college professor in a city about
"Deck
Night",
strains of "Silent
in the North, and guarantees them
George B. Heather (Raphael fifty miles away and his wife
the Halls with Holly" and "A Babe three important points always de- Daigle), head of the household selfElsie (Dorothy Griffin) have
melodiously
drift
In Bethlehem"
sired by the young men of today, made man of iron, and relentless hitherto broken away from Papa's
to your ears. From this you may namely; Adventure In its daily life; director of his family's Inner and
Mt visit at this , orr"r+un«
(
a--.--*;*t».wU^- Mad «X* ?«*"♥ romance ol tne Missionary work outer life. His domestic dictator or i. Opportune
time to take place
Is getting warmed up for the under the patronage of Our Lady; ship is madj pleasantly possible in the downfall of Papa and to join
render
Christmas carols they will
and lastly, the Poetry that is re- for him by his naturally pleasant in the ne'_. round freedom of the
this coming Noel holiday. From all flected in the natural setting of consort,
family.
reports it's going to be well worth ,the country plus the spirit and enJulia Heather (Betty Germer)
Dr. Elmer Graves (Phillip Harhearing, tool And confidentially, thusiasm that is afforded the misphilosophy of life is summed rold) comes on the scene to offer
whose
the thudding realization that breaks sionaries in their work. The talk up in "Papa knows best." Her only Papa a
new cure-all; something
In upon your brain is probably the ,was enlightened by several illus- really repressed desire is that she better
the pink pills, steam
that
fact that there are only thirty-eight f trations and in each case he chal- has always wanted to run a resbaths
and
sun-baths
in the form
till
St.
Nicholas
"hopping days
lenged the group at the end of taurant.
of— breathing— .which gives the soul
make* his appearance. Feet, get each example as Catholics to deny
Lotty, the elder daughter, (Vir- a seat in the diaphragm.
qoin!1
the question "Was it worth it?"
ginia Gemmell) has inherited her
The play cast have worked hard
The meeting continued with the mother's disposition, buthas bound- during the last weeks to carry
on
quiz of two teams comprised of less energy that feels that it could the College's tradition
of presentfour men and four women on ques- 'sell things." Her husband
ing an excellent evening of entertions of the Mass. The winner of
Bertie has succumbed to the par- tainment. It is only right and
the first of a series of such quizs ental tyranny and asks nothing proper that the Student Body show
was Ted Terry. The grand prize more than that he have too much its appreciation by attending and
of a missal will be given at the end to eat and incessant sleep. But
by Inviting others to attend the
series.
Bessie (Nadine Gubbins) the play. Tickets are now on sale.
In the future an average grade of
younger daughter, passionately Each member of the school will be
£ will be required for students in
longs for a house of her own. She approached during the next few
Roll.
Up
rder to be on the Honor
of
also
wants to escape the love af- days. Let's make the first play a
average
time
an
present
to the
fair and imminent marriage being huge success. It must be a banner
points or a B average was suffiinflicted on her by Papa's decision year for the Drama Guild. The
ient to secure such an honor.
that she should become the wife of achievement of this depends on
are
as
grades
for
the
The bases
Oscar, Papa's secretary (Fred YOU.
It
beendisclosed
that
recently
has
follows: A grade, 4 points; B grade,
the
nine
most
Seattle
prominent
and
a
points;
C
2
grade,
3 points;
College Students have been chosen
D grade, 1point.
for "Who's Who in College Life."
The names of all the honor stuThis book is published by the
to
dents will be read out on College University of Alabama and conNight on December 16 at the Protains the names of all the promJack Koerner, Seattle College
videnoe hall.
inent students of the colleges thru- student will appear in a leading
Members of Seattle College Glee
out the United States. This Is the role in Emmet Lanery*s play, "The Club will make their first
appearfirst year Seattle College has been First Legion", to be presented on ance at St. John's Church annual
recognized due to an oversight on
December 6 and 7 at the Women's fair early in December, according
the part of the University of Ala- University Club, Sixth Avenue and to Rev. Daniel Reidy, S.J., Glee
Armory bama. From now on the names of
Spring street at 8:20 p. m. Eugene club advisor.
the Seattle College students will be Galvin, student at the College, will
On December 18, at the Providsubmitted annually.
also carry a prominent role in the ence auditorium, this group of
Chosen by upper-class representa- play. Others from the College
on mixed voices will sing a selection
tives the names of the following the production staff are,
Joe Le- of songs as part of the College
Completely surprising the mem- students have been referred to this
grande and Charles Weil.
Night program.
en of the College rifle team, Jud book: Janet Granger, Frank Hayes,
Todd, organizer, yesterday an- Rosanne Flynne, Robert Masenga,
ounced that he had procured the Louis Sauvaln, Addison Smith, Fred
Western Avenue Armory rifle range Conyne, Mary Powers and James
or the use of S.C. students. It is Scanlan.
ten point range with movable
targets and is regarded by experts
as one of the beßt in the city.
There will be no sounds of cow that it's goin to be a bit different
Practice will be started every day
bells, whistles or square dance than the hey hey hay dance. ..If
from one to six as soon as affiliaswing issuing from the Sand Point you notice Seattle College lads and
tions are made with the National
Monday last a representative of Golf and Country club tonight, but gals floating around with a sort
Rifle Association. This will be not the New York Times and Catholic rather strains of solf melody, sub- of far away look in their eyes, they
later than December 1.
Periodicals graced the portals of dued rhythm and low lights will have probably gotten the hog callThe girls' division of the rifle Seattle College. This representa- tell you that the Autumn Reverie ing instinct out of their barn dance
club will be formed next week. tive, Mr. Grant Macdonald photo- is reverlelng In its reverie. Long, beings and are getting in a melted
Officers for both divisions will be graphed one of Father Beezer'a flowing skirts and Sunday suits will mood.
elected os soon as possible.
classes, the Spectator office (the say goodby to the closet and will
Horace was wondering If it
Several matches have already working staff Included) and sev- replace the patched gingham and wouldn't be awfully hard to dance
been arranged by Mr. Todd and eral pictures of the building. These cunnin' overalls. So chillen! Come with all the autumn leaves all over
the floor, but we told him that he
many others are in the making. pictures will be shown in these prepared!
The orchestra may not be headed needn't worry about it, it won't be
Contrary to previous reports, a respective newspapers. Mr. Grant
coach for the group has not yet Macdonald Is a cousin of the Spec- by Sammy Syrup and his Bon Bons any harder for him than for anybeen chosen. However, the prob- tator's feature editor, Lisle Mac- with Susie Sweet as his sugared one else. So he said that he was
vocalist, but you can get the idea elated about the entire situation.
able choice is Mr. Elmer F. Otto.
donald.

" " " "

Heathers Will Be At Home
Thursday, Friday, Dec. 1, 2

—

"" "

—

Pleasures of Life
In Arctic Narrated
To College Socialists

'

■

Average Goes Up
For Honor Roll

Most Prominent
Students Listed

Y.M.I. Ploy Has
Local Talent

St. John's Will Be
First Audition
College Glee Club

College Marksmen To

Use Western

Range; Girls to Join

Versatile Collegians Swing Out of
Barnyard Into Ballroom

National Publicity
Due Seattle College

Dance
Tonight

Seattle, Washington

Closed Dance Idea
To Get First Test...
Fall Informal Attracts
College Crowd Tonight
With lights dimmed and music low, Seattle College
students will enjoy a full evening of entertainment at the
fall informal tonight at the Sand Point Golf and Country
Club.
Departing from the usual routine of college dances,
this informal is to be a closed affair inasmuch as it is
being sponsored primarily for students and alumni.

_

Retreat Schedule
8:45
9:45

_

_

10:16

_

Mass

Meditation
Free Time

10:30

Stations of the Cross

11:00

Conference

1:00
1:15

_

Noon

_

Rosary
Meditation

Benediction

—

" " "

Attend the

Aegis Prospects
Appear Brighter

Dancing will be from 9:30 to 1
o'clock, with music furnished by
Frankie Roth. According to Robert
Masenga, dance chairman, "Among
the sweet commercial bands in the
city, Frankie Roth's may be considered the finest. With this band
it is almost impossible for the
dance not to be a tremendous success."
Assisting Mr. Masenga in making
the arrangements are, Ruth Borbeck, co-chairman, and the following committee: girls, Mary Murphy, Mary Elizabeth O'Keefe, Dorothy Baily, Virginia Welpton, Charlotte Geker, Catherine Daly, Alice
Muldown, Rosanne Flynn, Margaret Neukum; and boys, Woodrow
Borg, Bernard Storey, Ted Terry,
Robert Hiltenbrand, Robert Simmons, Bill Buhrman, and Angelo
Magnano.

Programs, with which students

are now generally familiar, are yel-

low autumn leaves. They will be
Prospects for the publication of given in exchange at the door for
tickets. Mr. Masenga says, "The

a 1939 Aegis seemed brighter today
as a group of interested students worked the hardest of any commitrallied together after hearing Rev.
Francis E. Corkery's decree that
no annual could be published this
year. A committee of four stu-

dents,

in a conference with the
president discussed his stand on
the publication of the book and
also the students viewpoint. Those
forming the committee included
James Scanlan, Addison Smith,
William Berard and Frank Elliott.
Although the publication of the
book was not assured, nor consent
given to edit the annual, the committee opinion seemed to be that if
enough student interest could be
aroused favoring the Aegis, a modification of Father Corkery's decis-

ion seemed highly probable. James
Scanlan, ASSC president said yes-

terday: "I feel confident that the
student body as a whole are interested in the publication of a 1939
Aegis and that enough student support can be gained to insure the
publication of such a book this
year. It is up to us to show that
interest by actively and openly
pledging our support as a group."
The precedent of publishing a
yearbook was started in the Fail
of 1936 when Margaret Guest was
elected editor of the 1937 Aegis.
James Hurson and Edwin J. McCullough acted as business manager
and advertising manager respectively. The 1938 Aegis was edited by
John Peter with Addison Smith
and William Berand as business
manager and advertising manager.
The first edition was successful
financially while the second edition shows a deficit of (150 due to
the fact that many students failed
to purchase the books ordered.
The students who edited last
yean Aegit have reorganized the
"taff and election of officer* for a
tentative publication will take place
immediately. Regarding this year's
annual Ad Smith said: "The larger
enrollment of Seattle College and
its many and well-known clubs
and various activities makes publication of such a book expedient
both from the angle of school advertisement and that of personal
satisfaction to the students who, In
this volume, will have a permanent
reminder of their college days."

tee in S.C. history." No less than
2400 stars will adorn the celling
and "thousands of autumn leaves"
will be in evidence.
The closest attention to details
has been stressed, as the committee
felt that by this means could they
really create a lovely background
for the dance.

Annual Retreat Set
For MondayMorning;
Schedule Given Out
Next Monday marks the beginning of Seattle College's annual retreat, it will continue on Tuesday
and Wednesday. Following is the
schedule of the three day retreat.
Wednesday morning there will
be general communion. All students are requested to receive on
this day.
The schedule for the other days
is; mass at 8:45 o'clock; meditation
at 9:45; free time at 10:15; stations
of the cross at 10:30; and conference at 11 o'clock. At one o'clock
is the recitation of the rosary and
at 1:15, meditation followed by
benediction.
Students are reminded that those
who have not been excused are
obliged to attend under penalty of
suspension.

Practice Debate
Held in Tacoma
Three Inter-collegiate debate
teams of the College invaded Tacorna last Wednesday, to compete
in a practice debate tourney held
at the College of Puget Sound, in
which some thirty-five teams from
College of Puget Sound, Pacific
Lutheran College, Seattle Pacafic
College, and Seattle College, participated.
The topic for debate was the national intercollegiate question, "Re-

solver: That the U. S. should cease
to use public funds for the purpose
of stimulating business."
Debators who made the Tacom
trip were Roseanne Flynn, Ann Me
Klnnon, Angelo Magnano, Joseph
McMurray, Paul Narlgi, and Martin
Sloane. Frederick Harrison, SJ
debate coach, accompanied th
group, with Robert Masenga an
Joseph Rosu chaufeurlng the en
tourage.

THE
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Who Next?
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And have you heard about Bud Staake ?
It seems( to Bud, anyway) that he rides
horses. According to the Press Reports he
cuts a fine figure, he and the horse, as
they dash madly about the Tacoma rural
terrain. But let Bud tell it."We rode fiftyfive miles and then went to eat." Terse,

Feature

-

„
Ann SmithRobert Brandmeir
Lorrayne Elsen
Joseph Wall
Frederick Harrison, S.J

FOR A' THAT

Editor-in-Chief Observer Deplores Use
Associste Of Jews As Scapegoats
.News Editor
By Desperate Hitler
Editor

Ch«rUs Wall

Raphael Dalgl*

Friday, November 18, 1938
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We Explain

Confronted by the handwriting
on the wall of complete political,
economic, and social disintegration, the chancellor-dictator of the
Third Reich has pointed a finger

* * * *
Comment-of-the- week-Department:
Margaret Scheubert, accepting a sandwich, "Thanks, Idon't want to eat this,
Ijust want to squeeze the jelly out."

of hate at Jewry, the appointed
scapegoat.

As all authority filters down
from the top in these modern day
totalitarian dictatorships, orders of
physical violence are immediately
carried out. Mob action breaks out,
terrorism and complete anarchy
reign, emotionalism runs riot, and
intelligence runs amuck. Even
clumsily staged so-called "suicides"
are arranged. This is, strangely
enough, a photographic representation of the Germany of today, a
nation accepting the false "might
makes right" precept, a nation setting aside the fundamental rights
of every man, no matter his race,
creed, or color.
But what is the reasoning behind this new Hitlerlan hymn of
Little Reviews In
hate? It is of my opinion that the
Little Reviews In
causes lies not so much in personal hatred but in the full realization of actual economic impoverishment which Germany today
faces. Economically speaking, Germany has never been self-sufficient.
Propagandized reports to the con- "The Yearling" Marjorie Kinnan
Rawlings
trary it has not been self-sustaining during the Hitlerlan era.
"The Yearling" promises to be
By a complicated system of one of the year's outstanding books.
blocked exchange and monetary It tells the tale of a lonely boy's
prestidigitation, former finance love for a fawn. Jody Baxter, only
minister Haljmar Schatt was able child, Penny, and Ma Baxter, live
to fluctuate the currency and re- in the loneliness of the Florida
duce the inward flow of goods to scrub with his parents.
the amount of goods shipped
When Podderwing, Jody"s cripabroad as exports. But even this pled playmate, dies, he turns to the
did not create needed raw mater- fawn, Flag, for comfort and comials which had normally been impanionship. From that point the
ported. As a substitute synthetic
book tells the story of the growth
rubber, cloth, and other scientific and life of the boy and the fawn.
creations were introduced. But
Characterization in "The Yearsynthetic rubber is produced at a ling" is deeply satisfying. Much of
cost of about one dollar a pound the bqofc^is
to exciting and
wmie raw rubber can be purchased
and hunting-lore.
on the international market someThe book tells the itory of King
where around eight cents per
Jae*fs, the Scottish king, who was
pound. As a result of this policy
(Continued from Page Three)
there is and was less product to
BOOK

With this issue we return to our last
year's six column size. This change was
made necessary by our greatly increased
ad space. It is a step we should have
taken a long time ago if we had been able.
For we realized just as well as anybody
the shortcomings of a small paper. And
' although
we received a good share of
during
the time it was published,
criticism
we are sure that was due simply to a misunderstanding.
To put it briefly, our trouble was simply
not enough money. Even with the cheapest available printer it cost us about $250
more to publish the paper than comes in
from the student subscription fund.
This deficit had to be made up from
the ads. And the ads at first came in
very slowly.
Now, however, owing to the extraordinary efforts of a few hard driving
members of our business staff, we have
the required total for a small paper,
- made
■■»■■» w«ui-*»B<uj-o »"<»ot t-Vif.fmattpial demands
for a larger sheet.

Keep the Weekly
Some people shake their heads at us for
trying to put out a weekly. But we firmly
believe that a school the size of Seattle
College needs a paper every Friday. It
enables us to get a greater coverage of
all general school news. It serves to
and publicize social events much
itter than a bi-monthly could. And final, those who are acquainted with our organization know that it is much easier
to maintain an effective working staff with
a weekly.

Btlendar

Out In the Open
Another thing we should like to get
straightened out is our relations with
James Scanlan and the other student body
officers. To make it short we respect
Jim and the others officially, and are their
good friends personally. Anyone saying
otherwise is in complete ignorance of the
situation.
One article, deemed by some to be an
expression of the Spectator's spite against
the student body officers, was anything
but that. It concerned the legality of the
first two mixers and was simply a straight
news article on a Judiciary Board decision.
The Spectator is in perfect accord with
Mr. Scanlan, with the other officers, and
with every official and every student project in Seattle College. Moreover, we
challenge any proof to the contrary.

—

Our Duty
We have a definite duty to the student
body. To give them the best journalism
we have, and to expose in our editorial
columns any abuses we see, but always to
recognize our proper place in the roll of
college activities. Our aim is not to control but to assist.
One young man said the Spectator reminded him of a tail trying to wag a dog,
instead of the dog wagging the tail. The
dog in that case referred to the student
body. However, we know that that comparison is grossly exaggerated. The Spectator has no such desire, and certainly
would have a hard time fulfilling it if it

had.

No Clique
Still one more thing the Spectator has
been accused of is being a closed clique.
We should like some one to prove that
statement also.
For the staff is always open to those
who are willing to work, upperclassmen
or freshmen. Good writers are always
welcome.
Our parties must be necessarily limited
by space to the staff membership. But
anyone can join the staff. So where is the
the "kick" there ?

i]

—

interestinf^riimal

around.

—

As to the German future What
happens to the leader of the wolf
pack when the quarry the pack is
pursuing eludes the pack? Does
not the pack turn upon Its leader?
Hitler is the leader of a politically
organized wolf pack; the pack is
In chase, and the pack will not

Veteran Offers
Hints to Novices
On Dance Tonite

parade

! BOOK Parade

go

* * * *

I

By Curly Daigle

Tonight Seattle College tries a
new idea in informals the closed
dance. The Increased student en-

—

rollment makes this type of dance
possible, perhaps necessary, and the
closed dance is after all the Ideal
for maximum social enjoyment of
our own students. Since the student body has formally declared
its approval of the closed dance,
let's have it just that. May the
committee hang its head in shame
if it weakens at the last moment
and throws the dance open to outsiders!
Many of you are attending your
first informal at Seattle College.
You may as well know and this
is not the age old slap on the
back, its . straight goods— Seattle
College dances are envied and
emulated in this vicinity. The boys
and girls have the right idea; they

By Robert Simmons

"Know thyself!" In this exhortation is contained the essence of the
purpose of the Retreat. To reduce
all the complex acts of living and
doing to simple introspective processes, to search our mind and
hearts In "blessed quiet." to realize
a more perfect love for Our Creator; these are the ends of the
Spiritual Exercises.
In the South Seas, native pearl
fishers use a glass-bottomed tub
which they submerge partway in
the water and through which they
are able to scan the ocean floor.
Thus, in the Retreat, we are able,
through isolation and meditation,
to pentrate the oily surface of
every day superficialities and to
look into our own depths. Thus,
we see with eery clarity all the
dark depths, wherein lurk Monsters
of the Deep. Thus, we see in vivid
detail all the shaded hues and delicate traceries of living forms in
the still water. Thus, we see our
inner selves.
As by the repeated prayers of the
Rosary, we dwell on the Mysteries,
so by the instructions and routine
of the Spiritual Exercises we are
aided to concentrate on ourselves.
Through the organization and direction of the Retreat, our thoughts
find new channels, new inspirations.
Through meditation and prayer we
seek aid to attain "the perfect love
that casteth out fear."
Not a Retreat in a defensive
sense, but a retreat to organize our
forces, to perfect ourselves. That
we may proudly fulfill our destinies

* * * *

Father Raymond Nichols, S.J., should
be well satisfied with his economics class.
For years now he has been urging his
classes on with inspiring cries such as "A
Lochinvar to the rescue!" Earnestly he exhorts them to assume some semblance of
studious vivacity, imploringly he beseeches
them to burst forth in eager speech.
His work of years has at last yielded
fruit. After a satisfying recitation, he
cried, "Let us rise as one man and give a
rousing cheer!"
They did.

—

.

(Continued on

Page Pour)

The SPORTING THING

destroy Jewry.

Retreat Is Time
To Search Self
For Inner Peace

The Spectator's policy of more cuts
brought joy to the hearts of two SC students, at least. TheMessrs. (literally) Collins Fives and Leslie Rein belong to the
ancient fraternity of Mustache Drawers
and Side Burn Affixers, and thus coo with
joy unmitigated when e'er they spot a
picture. If some of the prominent persons
could see themselves in a Fives Full VanDyke or a Rein Goatee, gad ! what hirsute
activity would we see!
Nor is their activity confined to the
printed picture. Artiste Rein's cross section drawing of a perpetual motion distillery is rated second to none, (second to
none other perpetual motion distillery,
silly.)
Thus they spend the happy hours. Their
intensely developed talents attest the ena
joyment and relaxation they derive from
this esoteric pastime. What fun!

...

And I
DoMean You
By Margaret

Scheubert

Here we are with more thumbnail sketches, students. The research on student body members this
week Is as candid as ever.

The spotlight falls first on CHARLES "CHUCK"
DOUGHERTY. This lad, who is now a senior, calls
Everett his home town. Anyone desiring to contact
Chuck will find it impossible unless he searches
diligently among the various apparatus in the chenv
istry lab. As you might suspect his ambition is to
get a Government position in chemistry. Hobbies:
bay fishing and "hot" games of pfcol. Mr. Dougharty has no remark to make on the political situation but wishes to comment on the girl question,
Said he, "Girls are a waste of time."

Who is going with who to the fall informal : Ann
Smith and John Power; Margaret Scheubert and Con
Kirchof; Barbara Fallon and Joe McMurray; Lorrayne
Eisen and Joe Wall; Lou Sauvain and Nadine Gubbins;
Another senior who graces our page this week is
Harry Sloan and Jeannie the Queenie Collman; Ad Smith
GERMAINE HOEBCHEN. She is dark-haired, darkand Pat McCarthy; Bill Bates and Katie Bengston, Ha-ha, eyed, and possesses a lovely, mezzo-soprano
voice. In
McLelland ;ask Helen McLendon about the Olympic Bakfact, she is a member of the Nordica Choral Club.
ery's loganberry pies; also about the Terry Tavern, go on,
She has a wide range of interests which includes
just ask her
Famous expressions : Ann Smith "I don't
music, dancing, swimming and reading. Her weakknow what you're talking about." ;Ray Sneeringer "Holy
nesses are things that can't be beat: concerts and
Kokomo." ; "Chuck Weil— "Get the whip."; Ad Smith—
Intense dislikes: catty girls, Hitler's
hamburgers.
"I challenge that."; Molly Young, friend of many stu- *"policies, and apple-polishing. Miss Hoeschen has two
dents at the college,is seriously ill, and your prayers are
major ambitions. The first is to visit Germany and
requested
At Bob Masenga's scavenger hunt, Ad
see a real, honest-to-gosh "Beer-garten." The secSmith was the only one who came through with, item : one
ond (which she intends for ten years from now) is
bookie's signature
A note to Doc Schweitzer and
to be a housewife.
whoever turns out to be Homecoming chaiman: There
PHIL HARROLD didn't know ha was coming to
is considerable opinion among students-at-large that St.
our fair city until ten minutes before the train left.
Martin's is not a good protagonist for the Chieftains in
He spends a lot of hit time playing the piano and
the Homecoming Game. Votes are pretty close for Wilclasses himself as a semi-jitter bug. When not semilamette and Mount Angels, with a slight edge given to
jitterbugging he goes hunting, plays bridge (contract)
Willamette
Jack Terhar (who is going to the Junior
and listens to sob stories. Claims he Is a sucker for
Orthopedic Guild Tea dance on the 26th) when asked his
them, too. Favorite food: a good steak. Favorite
opinion of the whole thing, said, "I don't like tea, it's the
tie: a red one with yellow dots. As yet, the gentlecrumpets I'm after."
When a representative of the man in question has not chosen a fair
co-ad for the
New York Times came to the college to take pictures for
informal— Whoa!
the nation's Catholic periodicals, you should have seen
the studes flocking around trying to get into focus range
Virginia Gemmill, lucky gal, is going down to Oregon
Friday for the Oregon-Washington game
Seattle College (publicity department will kindly give credit-line)
has one representative in practically every business of any
or
repute in Seattle
Former S. C. gals who are going to
the Stardusters' dance next Saturday night are Marion
McCullough, Vivian Crenna, and Kaye Broderick
Bob
Wilkinson, displaying a perfectly gigantic bump on his
"You from Porta Rico?"
bean, has one explanation (football), but various other
parties, (now, now, no names please) have different
"Working?"
stories to tell
Former Prepsters, now attending Seat"Si,
si."
College,
tle
celebrated Armistice day by being AWOL from
For the government?"
school. Fine stuff, as long as you can get away with it
V.M.1., Catholic Young Men's organization, presents
"Si, si, si."
its first play on December 6th at the Women's University
Then there was the fellow who went to
Club
Jack Koemer, freshman at the College, is holda dance and came back with a black eye.
Al Macdc iald
He was struck by the beauty of the place.
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CHIEFTAIN CHATTER
By BILL BATES
♥

" " "

IT'S AMAZING
We don't know whether or not it is customary for a
sports writer— especially one so young to become embittered and show that feeling in his column, but it is very
hard for this writer to be anything but bitter about certain "modi operand!" around and about the sports situation at the College.
To be very truthful, the lack of co-operation here
at S.C. is nothing short of phenomenal. It's amazing the
way the studes can perform their duties at the College
without the least thought for the other divisions or organizations in this alleged "happy family."
We'll stop beating around the bush by coming right
out and airing to all our grievance. On Thursday last,
the Seattle Times (truly a fine paper) came out and told
the whole world, and the Spectator sports staff in particular, that Joe Budnick would lead the maple-court
destinies of the Greater Seattle College. Greater Seattle
College another amazing thing, in view of the aforementioned lack of mutual help here.
What are we grousing about? Well, it was the mistaken notion of this writer, and the sports staff in general,
that what little sensational news there might be around
the school would be given to the school paper. But we
were wrong and since we are since co-operation is not
the keynote of College life, the above scriptoral pouting
was all in vain.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

PROF. BATES' ORIGINAL QUERIES COLYUM

your column last Friday say that Bill Murphy
a
always
"put
team
on the floor that no one need be ashamed
would
of," when wo all knew Thursday that "Murph" wasn't going to coach?
Answer: It's a long story, dear reader, but suffice it to say that WE
and, after all, at least we WERE told
thought that Bill would coach
a
basketball
that there'd BE
team.
Question: Why isn't Joe Merrick turning out for basketball this

Question: Why did

...

"

Answer: Our slant of it is, that Joe believes that the primary reason
for going to school is to learn something, and if basketball and studies
don't mix for him, he is smart enuf to know which to choose. More
power to him!!!
Question: Why are all the ads on your page?
Answer: Fie on you, Heliotrope. You didn't read the Old Prof.'s
colyum last week. If you had, you'd have found that the studes don't
like the sports page, and so we put the unwanted ads on this page
just to save the readers the trouble of wading thru news about which
they don't care.

—

—

INTRA-MURAL LEAGUE TO START

Since it is the duty and pleasure of the Spectator
conduct an intra-mural, or Lunch-Bucket,
basketball league, and since hoop time is here, we now
announce that applications for the league will be taken
by this writer, or any member of the sports staff.
To the newcomers: the league is formed by getting
eight captains to sign up. Each captain must have seven
(no more, no less) members on his team. The eight captains will meet immediately with this writer, a schedule
will be drawn up, and the «rules discussed, and then for
two months of a lot of fun. N.B. Everyone is eligible
to play, except those turning out for the Varsity. The first
sports editor to

—

—

eijtm lenou.-. who Sign up, team niiTneu, Win

o« tflt; cap-

tains thru-out the season.
This league is not formed to run in competition with
Coach Budnick's squad you don't have to be ex-All-City
men to play. The only requirement is that you like to
play basketball, and you want a little diversion and a
little GXGI'CISG.
So the watchword now, is "Get a team and sign up!"

—

WIGWAM WANDERINGS
Some of the studes, and some of the athletes in particular, find it hard to accustom themselves to the fact
that Joe Budnick has been hired as the new hoop coach.
The only hope of the sports staff is that Joe realizes that
he is behind the eight-ball, and that he had best look to
his laurels. If that policy is followed, we know that Joe
The Huskies won their second straight,
will do all right
and Ilost two-bits, but Ithink that it was worth it -the
May we go out on a limb
boys really looked good
and predict that the Homecoming game will NOT be
After Jack (Scoop)
played with St. Martin's this year?
Terhar beat Lorrayne Eisen in badminton last Thursday,
the air has been charged with electricity when the two
Johnny Katica looks like a sureare in the same room
fire starter from where we stand the ex-ODea flash
has plenty of basketball sense, and that's what counts
Will someone please tell us what they ENJOY in the
sports page? We have had our neck out long enuf,
asking for our mistakes. Now we want to know if jhere
Set
is anything good about this sector of the paper
'em up this week for Doc Schweitzer, who is taking a job
through, despite innumerable obstacles.

.
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.
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LETTERMEN ATTENTION!

A potentially strong boy*' badminton team is turning out every
Monday and Wednesday afternoon
in the Madison Street courts. If
more athletically inclined students
would turn out, a Class A team
could be formed from the wealth
of material at the College.
For the remainder of the quarter,
a charge of only one dollar and
fifty cents will be made to defray
the cost of shuttlecocks and rac-

Conyne, Reynolds, and Katica Spark
At First Practice; System Is Changed

Word hat bean received that special rate* are being offered to all
Ski Club membert at Bill Lohrer't
Sport Shop in the "U" District.
The Sport Shop carries complete
Little time has been
local lines of all ski equipment.
wasted
in the development
Members of the Club who do not
squad since
of
the
basketball
own their own ski paraphernalia
will find the cost of complete outnewly
appoinBudnick,
Joseph Budnick, the new Seattle Joe
fit-rental very reasonable. The
ted coach, took over the reins
presentation of the Seattle College College Basketball mentor, is probof the College's major sport.
college
ably
the
head
youngest
Student Body card Is sufficient
After laying down the traintwentyidentification for securing a dis- coach in the country,yet, at
quets.
ing
rules for the coming
years
age,
two
of
Joe
has
had
far
An attempt to use a cheap sub- count.
more than average experience both season, Joe went over the
stitute for shuttlecocks proved a
fundamentals of the game
Last Sunday, November 13, sev- as a player and as a coach.
dismal failure. Hereafter, only the
eral of the club members journeyed
with the hope of ironing out
unassuming,
and
Joe
was
real thing will be used.
Quiet
reported
early-season kinks of the
to
Naches
Pass
and
that
the
considered a leader throughout his
According to Mr. James Whitgrade school days at Cathedral squad. A different system
aker, the diminutive mentor, B.C. skiing conditions were excellent.
will enter a team in the Church
A meeting of the Club on Decem- School. Transferring in the eighth from that of former Coach
League in three weeks, if the team ber 2 is scheduled for the purpose grade to ODea, he starred for Murphy is being used, and a
has become good enough to ably of discussing and planning another three "super" teams In the three little time will be required
boys acquainted
represent the College.
trip. It Is very probable that the major sports. The eighth grade to get the
delayed
offense.
with
the
year
At present the lads showing the ambulation will be an over-night teams at ODea during this
most promise are Don West, BUI affair to Martin Pass or Mt. Baker. were considered by many author- The new system was used by
Bates, Bob Simmons, and Jack Arrangements to obtain lodging at ities to be on a par comparable to Joe while he was a coach at
Seattle Prep and it proved
Terhar.
both places have been made to ac- the average high school varsity.
commodate about twenty -five
In the fall of 1931, our coach en- to be a highly effective sysskiers. One point the Club wishes tered ODea High School and im- tem.
In getting the squad in shape,
to make clear is that these trips mediately proceeded to show the
pitted a line-up consisting of
Joe
are not solely limited to Club mem- entire state how a real athlete can
bers. If any one in the school perform. By the time of his grad- the squad's three letter men; John
wishes to go skiing with the Club, uation in June of 1935, Joe had Downes, Captain Fred Conyne, and
rule,
our
feminine
it
can be arranged to take them earned eleven letters out of a pos- Lou Sauvain, with "Windy" Reygeneral
As a
students are content to play no ac- along, especially when the Club sible twelve in varsity competition, nolds and "Woody" Borg. Against
and throughout his entire high this group, the newcomers, consisttice part in the world of sports. goes on the train.
school course he was considered ing of Harry Wyman, John Katica,
Athletically minded enough to be
It has ben reported that the MilMike Begely, Harry Bloan and Tom
interested spectators, their enthusi- waukee Ski Bowl train will
as an above-average student. .
give
Upon entering Seattle College in Ryan, took the floor. With the
asm seldom includes actual par- party rate* again this year, and if
ticipation in games of an athletic
quarter of his freshman squads concentrating on checking
a sufficient number sign up for the the third
type. However, a girls' badminton
year,
he
drew the at- and the working out of the new
immediately
excursion a special car may be
group has been organized to prove
tention of the basketball lettermen. system, the scoring was- low, but
hired.
that girls are able to partake in a
During his sophomore year, Joe Conyne, Reynolds, and Katica
Last week the Club held their was a scoring leader throughout showed up remarkably well with
sport that offers real excitement.
their effective checking and passEvery Tuesday and Thursday at second meeting of the year, with the entire basketball season.
ing ability.
two o'clock, the girls are given the Mr. Jack Kearney officiating. BeImmediatelypreceding his arrival
After a strenuous workout, two
opportunity to practice the game sides discussing the possibilities of at this institution, Joe successfully
and receive excellent instruction trips, another important factor was terminated a year as head football entirely different squads faced
for $1.50 under Mr. Jimmy Whlt- taken up concerning the procuring coach at St. Martin's High School each other. These two teams conaker. The price includes use of the of ski emblems. As was previously at Lacey, Washington.
sisted of "Tiny" Ray Sneeringer,
courts, rackets, and shuttles. To- announced, emblems were to be givFrank Ryan, Bill Berridge, Don
wards the end of the quarter the en to Club members this year, and
Larson and Jim Walsh playing
players will have acquired enough as the demand for them was unagainst Stan Conray, Frank Elliot,
Compliments
skill under this competent instruc- derestimated, another supply was
Dean Moran, and Edward Walte,
tion so that outside competition can order for the new members.
with the coach filling in the reof
be arranged.
maining slot. Frank Ryan, Ray
Another point the Club wishes to
At the present time the boys' make clear is that the main
Sneeringer and Bill
Berridge
Steve Cain
purbadminton turnout has exceeded
showed a lot of fire with their
pose of the organization is not to
the girls', so every girl In the develop ski
speed and passing attack. A factor
teams and professionschool is urged to attend the next als.
in the sharp workout of the new..As the sport is just in its inturnout in the Broadway-Madison, 'muy at the College, It has been
O FOUR
Building. All the girls are lookjtfg primarily organized
ment that he intends to cut the
to help those
squad within the next week.
forward to the t'me when the who would like to learn something
boys' badminton team will receive about the
The probable lineup for the first
sport. Students who wish
Barber Shop and
a mighty drubbing at the hand* of to try skiing are perfectly welcome
game will be composed of Captain
our feminine enthusiasts.
Fred.. Conyne,.. Windy.. Reynolds,
Beauty Parlor
to do so, and will probably get
Up to date, those turning out so more enjoyment in learning than
Woody Borg, John Downes. ..The
Appointment
far include Dorothy Darling, Rose- the "oldsters" in doing their fancy
remaining position is left open to
By Telephone
ELiot 1004
mary Phillips, Ann Smith, Lois figures.
anyone on the squad.
Eisen, Lorrayne Eisen, Cornelia
Cloud, Jean Kinney, Mary Donahey,
*
and Kay Leonard.

lot of foresight.
Don't rest on your oars. A victory remains such only
as long as the victors HOLD their hard-won territory. In
this case, you should, to this writer's mind, meet again.
Try to further aid Seattle College athletics by pushing all
activities. One suggestion would be to organize a group
to clean up before student body meetings. You could
also go on record as to your plans for backing the hoop
squad this year.
We wist that you fellows could and would realize
the tremendous importance that a financially successful
hoop season will mean to the College this year. It means
the difference between "just another second rate school"
and a school whose teams can take care of themselves in
the best company.
The faculty is doing their part the student body is
eager to do theirs, and you must be ready, willing and
ABLE to do your.
IF'S IN THE SPORTS WORLD
A new series, chillun, and we hope that it meets
with your approval. It deals with the probable happenings in the sports parade IF certain incidents had not
taken place.
If Quarterback Ollie Day, of the Toppled Trojans,
had called for a running play on the Husky 30-yard line
with the count fourth and one, would the score have been

—

—

If Bob Reynolds keeps up that fine training schedule
that he has set up for himself, will he perform as well as
we all know he cai
(Ed. Note. We usually don't answer these IFS, but
in this case Yes, the tall boy will make every opponent
look like a stooge before he gets through with them.

Youngest Head
Coach Is Boast

Coeds Also Boom
Mighty Shuttle

TEN

- -

MADISON

CHIEFTAIN SKIERS!

TYPEWRITERS
ALL MAKES AT
8TUDENT PRICE8

We invite you to inspect our New Winter Equipment. Here you will find all
the Latest and Best in Skis, Clothing and Accessories. Our prices are never
out of line and we guarantee everything we sell.
WE SPECIALIZE INREPAIRS AND SERVICE
TRADE IN YOUR OLD EQUIPMENT
WE INSURE YOUR SKIS. USED OR NEW
Use Your Credit— lt Is Good With Us.
Use our Get-A-Ride Service Up-to-the-Minute Snow Reports
Used Skis and Clothing for SaIe— REASONABLE

""
"
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BILL LOHRER'S SPORT SHOP

4316 University Way

tw

Open Nights

MElrose 4400

HALL *"*C

H. BERQLUND
ELlot 6447
911 2nd Ave.
T.

—

Don't quit now, fellows. The job is just started. You
have put through some fine legislation you've shown a

— —

Hoop Squad Bears Down
As the Coach Cracks Whip

...

—

different?

College Skiers
Get Low Rates
Looms For
Badminton On Equipment

Three

Strong Team

...
—
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It's the Place to
DINE
Before the Informal
Dinners 50c to 65c
5:30 p.m. to 7:30 p.m.

ASSEMBLY
HOTEL

Seattle College
DRAMA GUILD
Presents

"HEATHERS
AT HOME"
A COMEDY
IN THREE ACTS
Under Direction of Catherine McDonnell

Providence Auditorium, Dec. 1 and 2
8 o'Clock P. M.
Adults, 42c; Students, 27c; Tax

Included

THE
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Hints On Informal
(Continued from Page Two)

—

Kirchoff, Sloan, Plan

College Hep-cats To
Pre-dance Gatherings "Give Out" Harmony
Rounding out Seattle College's For Local Alligators
to

go for a good time not just
show off. Thank Heaven we are not
plagued with fraternities or sororities. The S. C. girl goes to the
ball with Johnnie Smith— not with
three letters of the Qreek alphabet.
Before you go, there may be a
doubt or two In your mind as to
just what is expected of you. Selecting a few of the most common
worries we will give you the benefit of the opinion of a representative group of collegians, as you
can be fairly sure that it is correct.
Many a college man has shied
away from the dances after forecasting the expense. Of course
there Is a certain expense connected with an affair of this kind. But
many get an idea of the financial
out-lay that is all out of proportion.
Take the question of corsages.
We hear moanings that a dollar
or more paid out for a flower cuts
too deeply. The girls of our representative group deplored the
wailing as much as the men. The
conclusion was that corsages are
not required at all. Then, too, patronizing a small floral shop or
flower stall one can get a nicer
corsage for half the money. After
all the girl wears the flower, and
not the name of the florist.
To have a good time at the dance,
change partners frequently. Don't
fool yourself that your girl friend
is not just as anxious to be swung
by a new partner as you are to
dance with the pretty brunette
girl over there with Joe. The saddest sight at a dance is a couple
borelng each other to death all
night. While you dance carry on
some kind of conversation. And
you wome* do your part in the
conversation. Don't merely answer
"yes" or "no" after every two
minute speech of your partner. And
men, If you go with a crowd make
it a point to have a dance with
every girl in that crowd. Otherwise you can be sure you have
wounded someone's feelings.
Then after the danee where to
go, what to do? Tou are not expected to order a six-course dinner.
A small snack at a little roadhouse
will do the trick just fine. And
you who get a ride In someone
else's car, make his evening happy
by cheerfully contributing your
share of gas money.
Now Just one last nointer when
you leave your girl off at horne
unless the inspiration is there,
don't think you have to kiss her
good night!

—

—

social life for the week-end of
-Nov. 18. Anton Klrchof has given
Invitations to a pre-dance get together at his apartment. F. A.
Klrchof will have a few guests for
dinner at the Assembly Hotel. Both
parties will then leave for the Seattle College Informal dance and
Autumn Revery at the Sand Point
Golf and Country Club. Immediately after the dance Harry Sloane
la sponsoring a no-host supper at
the Moscow restaurant located at
763 Lakeview Boulevard near Bastlake and Mercer. All college students are Invited.

BookParade
(Continued

from Page

Two)

kidnapped by Henry the Fourth of
England and kept a captive until
he was well Into manhood. James,

the poet-king of Scotland, is the
only real character in the book. At
times the novel becomes real and
believable, but In the main it falls
short of the standard through poor
selection of detail.
"My Sister, Eileen"— Ruth MeKen-

"

crowd
of
games, solo flights, dancing and
eating. A charming hostess was
Miss Peggy McOowan, and a clever
master of ceremonies was Mr.
Chuck Weil.
The outstanding event of the
evening was a "brother and sister"
act by Bill Bates and Kay Bengston, in which Miss Bengston played
the banjo while Mr. Bates exhibited
his skill at the "Dance of the
Butterfly."

KIYO'S
FLOWER SHOP
Special On Corsages

LINCOLN-ZEPHYR

CApitol 9995

SEneca 2942

1222 Jackson Street

MOSCOW

♥
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# Lingerie
# Novelty Jewelry

,

TERRY AVENUE
GOWN SHOP

> Is the only place where you can
'treat your party with something,
1 really delicious
and different.
t
| PARTY RESERVATIONS
FOR ALL OCCASIONS

Open Evenings
1010 Terry
MA. 9638

763 Lakeview Blvd., near
Eastlake and Mercer >

1
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♥
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The Chorus, as usual, gave an excellent concert, well
received. The only Russians Idon't know that weren't
there applauding do not live in Seattle. Rather dissappointed not to hear my two favorites, that theme arrangement from Tschaikowsky's Fifth and "Hospodipomilidoe"
but their absence was well replaced. I
heard for the first
time a choral arrangement of Rachmaninoff's "Prelude
in C sharp minor."
* * *

—

♥

Rachmaninoff will be here himself a week from Tuesday night that is, the 29th. Heifitz, another Russian, is
coming later in the season, as is, of course, the Ballet
Russe, which will arrive if they don't quarrell too much,
it has been rumored.
*

" *—

Quite an influx of Russians and now Harry E.
Sloane announces that he is promoting an after the informal gathering at the* Moscow
* * Restaurant tonight.

"

—

# Hosiery

! jB.H,^^HL OPEN NIGHTS'

MAin8538 1016 Madison

At the Don Cossack Chorus concert Tuesday night, I
saw S.C. students Bob Simmons, Germaine Hoeschen, Matt
Parkkenin, and Matona Schall. Miss Hoeschen should
be on the Spectator staff, if for no other reason than
to add another gracious hostess to our ranks, Iwould say.

♥

[Patronize Our Advertisers]
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Tomorrow night Cecelia Schultz is presenting: the
San
Francisco Opera Ballet mentioned before, but in
the Spectator staff ripened their
you have forgotten.
case
social acquaintance at a gala frolic
» ♥ ♥
last Friday night. Virtually filling
sorrow, Imissed the first night of the symmy
To
the palatial McOowan residence on
phony series, but several S.C. students have reported that
North Capital Hill, the mirthful
it
was all that they had expected.
enjoyed a full evening

FORD— MERCURY

ADMIRAL
Expert Cleaning,Pressing,
Dyeing & Alterations On
Ladies' and Gent's
Garments.

—

The Time
The Place

Full of high spirits (unbottled)
thirty-two overworked members of

F. C.LIND

ney
In this Miss McKenney waxes
even more delightful. Those of
you who are familiar with her work
in various magazines will know
what Imean. She has a style, in
Its own way, comparable to that of
Robert Benchley.

Cleaners and Dyers

Spectator Staff
Revels As Work
Is Cast Aside

"Oyez! Oyez! Oyez! the Seattle
College Swing Qlee Club will now
swing out with its own original arrangement of that old favorite 'Flat
Foot Floogle cut loose, hep-cats."
Many, many times In the future,
dear students, some such introduction will be given for Seattle College's newest organization. Sponsored and financed by The Spectator, it became a reality when its
founder and president, Joseph Wall,
conducted its first meeting at K.C.
Hall last Monday morning. Charles
Weil, editor, announced that, although the Spectator staff is sponsoring the singers, all interested in
modern melodies may "jine up."
Membership, however, will be limited to the thirty best warblers. Practice will be held as often as possible, probably Tuesdays and Thursdays at 2 p. m. Profits, if any will
be turned over to The Spectator.
"In the groove, you alligators."
I—cut1
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Our little chemist Fugiwara is getting culture as well
as fumes it seems he blew himself to big time "opry
going" at the A.W.S. Giggli & Kreisler concerts. Now
he announces he is possessor of season tickets to the symphony series. To top all this off, Ihave to buy tickets
for him for the Heifitz concert, so Iguess it pays to be a
chemist.
* * * *
"Pride and Prejudice" is the current offering at the
University Show Boat while Repertory opened last night
its second play of '38-39
Without Tears."
* season,
* * "French
*
Last week my column was so short that my advice
about the "Great Waltz" was deleted. Be sure to see this
show if you like Strauss music.

—

—

—

PAT'S BARBEQUE

-

-

Breakfast Lunchet Dinner
P. J. Gallagher
1118 12th Av*.
EA. 1280

Watch Repairing
R. EKREN
1004 Madison

:::'x

ELiot 1004

Reasonable Prices
and
GOOD FOOD
MADISON CAFE
802 Madison

MAin 2871
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We Deliver

i

PETSCHL'S

M

Quality Meats
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WE SPECIALIZE IN
INSTITUTIONS
and RESTAURANTS
1923 Third Avenue
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Chesterfield's can 't-be-copied blend
It is the RIGHT COMBINATION of mild ripe
home-grown and aromatic Turkish . . the
world's best cigarette tobaccos
that makes

...

.

Chesterfield different from all other cigarettes.

When You Get Around
To Thinking About

Christmas Presents

""
""

Look Over Our
Supply of
Fountain Pen*
Pennants
Embossed Stationery
Engraved Compacts

SEATTLECOLLEGE

P^

BOOKSTORE

(Patronize Our Advertisers)

hi 19JS, Liccctt

A. MvmiTfi»Ar(.iiCo,

... the blenda that can't be copied
...
tf/ /A^
HAPPY COMBINATION

world's best cigarette tobaccos

